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MISBAH
ZINDANI
INTERIOR DESIGNER &
DECORATOR

SKILL

CONTACT

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

2014 - 2018
Karachi School of Art
bachelors Degree of Fine Arts

2018 - 2019

Arena Multimedia

Dedicated and certified Fine artist with
a passion and experience of interior
design and Sales consultant. I have
over eight years of experience for
delivering superior design services to
clients . I handle all aspects of planning
and design from conception to
completion. 

Researched unique furniture , decor and 
decided on materials and products sourcing, 
including custom upholstery, window 
treatments, lighting, paintings , rugs, etc.

 Managed and directed workers for 
installation and production.

 Developed overall design for over 88 
projects.

Oversaw project timelines deliverables and 
deadlines

 Developed and refined mood boards, 
concept boards 

Lead Designer/ Sales consultant | ASHARY'S
. Aug’ 15 – Present
I have eight years of experience working
across the world including, PAKISTAN, UAE ,
      USA & UK.
Worked effectively and successfully managed
to increased the company's net profit by 15%.
Met with clients nationally and
internationally. Cultivated and maintained
strong relationships with them, tailoring 
solutions to meet their unique needs.
Managed client's budget, billings and
accounts using Excel and Word

Artistic skills

Multitasking

Interpersonal skills

Negotiation & Selling skills

AutoCAD | EXCEL | WORD |
ADOBE | CANVA

AutoCAD diploma

mad.zindani1@gmail.com

Organized and updated showroom products
and answered customer inquiries.

 
Prepared visually pleasing documentation

 for clients to review selections.

 



I am writing a letter of interest in regards to the position in
your company. Your company is known for its innovation,
professionalism, and excellent designs which is why I am
certain I would make a valuable addition to your team. I
would be interested in learning and progressing more by
being a part of your design or sales team and so I have
enclosed my resume for your consideration.

I am confident that my dedication and skills in interior
design and furniture will be an asset to your company. As my
long term experience in the service industry has taught me
how to meet and exceed each customer's expectations with
service that sells.

I have successfully designed beautiful houses, working under
a senior architect, sizes ranges from 830 to 11,000 square
metres and above. I have now become an expert in problem
solving and know how to turn challenges into opportunities
for excellence. i believe that i have an impeccable eye for
detail and i can definitely bring fresh ideas and innovative
design concepts to the table by keeping excellent
interpersonal skills.

It would be a pleasure to interview with you and i look
forward to hearing from you soon.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Misbah Zindani

MISBAH
ZINDANI



 
Arif Ashary 
Karachi Pakistan 
 
https://asharys.com/ 
arifshary@hotmail.com 
+92 21 35860794 

 
July-25-23 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
It is my pleasure to recommend Misbah Zindani. I have known her for eight years in my 
capacity as an incredible interior designer at Ashary’s. Misbah worked for me on various 
big projects world-wide and based on hertalent and attribute towards my company, I 
would rank her as one of the best employees we have ever had. I’ve always been 
impressed with her ability to handle clients and to work well with her colleagues. 

She greets clients with her captivating personality, and her expertise is such that she is 
always able to read client’s mind and meet their expectations. With her dedication, she 
successfully managed to increase company’s net profit up to 15% right after her 
probation.We’re truly sad to lose her as an employee, but we know she’ll be moving to 
your city very soon and progress more. 

Misbah would be an excellent addition to your sales team. Furthermore, I believe she’s 
ready for a lead designer position or even a superb sales person. She has an excellent 
rapport with her co-workers, and they enjoy working with her. I’m sure you and your 
clients would be impressed by her visions and personality as a designer. 

If I can be of any further assistance, or provide you with any additional information, 
please do not hesitate to contact me at the email address listed above. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 

 
Arif Ashary. 

https://asharys.com/
mailto:arifshary@hotmail.com
https://www.google.com/search?q=asharys&oq=as&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0i20i131i263i433i512j69i60j69i61j69i60l3.1412j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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